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organized a combination of half a dozen farmers to obtain
possession of it so as to occupy it when there was any danger
of invasion. As a child, Joan could please herself at times
with being the young lady of this castle. Her mother and
brothers were able to follow and share her fortune at court
without making themselves notably ridiculous. These facts
leave us no excuse for the popular romance that turns every
heroine into either a princess or a beggaraiaid. In the
somewhat similar case of Shakespear a whole inverted
pyramid of wasted research has been based on the assump-
tion that he was an illiterate laborer, in the face of the
plainest evidence that Ms father was a man of business, and
at one time a very prosperous one, married to a woman of
some social pretensions. There is the same tendency to
drive Joan into the position of a hired shepherd girl, though
a hired shepherd girl in Doinremy would have deferred to
her as the young lady of the, farm.
The difference between Joan's case and Shakespear*s is
that Shakespear was not illiterate. He had been to school,
and knew as much Latin and Greek as most university
passmen retain : that is, for practical purposes, none at all
Joan was absolutely illiterate. " I do not know A from
B " she said. But many princesses at that time and for long
after might have said the same. Marie Antoinette, for
instance, at Joan's age could not spell her own name cor-
rectly. But this does not mean that Joan was an ignorant
person, or that she suffered from the diffidence and sense
of social disadvantage now felt by people who cannot read
or write* If she could not write letters, she could and did
dictate them and attach full and indeed excessive importance
to them. When she was called a shepherd lass to her face
she very warmly resented it, and challenged any woman
to compete with her in the household arts of the mistresses
of well furnished houses. She understood the political and

